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PS Spirits, LLC (in formation) announces acquisition of PORNSTAR® Liquor
and PORNSTAR® NRG Brands

PS Spirits LLC "The Company" announced today the acquisition of the 2 brands PORNSTAR®
Liquor and PORNSTAR® NRG drinks from SV Spirits, Ltd. SV Spirits, Ltd. owns the assets,
trademarks, contracts, formulas, licenses, and rights to PORNSTAR® Liquor and
PORNSTAR® NRG brands.

Las Vegas, Nevada (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- Terms of the agreement are currently being held private,
however, PS Spirits LLC will now oversee all strategic alliances of both brands including the talent, including
model contracts and model management, strategic alliances in the adult entertainment industry, worldwide
promotion and marketing for both the brands of PORNSTAR® Liquor and PORNSTAR® NRG brands.

PS Spirits, LLC will work closely with 247 Imports, Ltd, also a Nevada Corporation, to handle all aspects of
their imports, production and distribution for the PORNSTAR® Liquor and PORNSTAR® NRG brands. "24/7
Imports already has a winning formula and success rate with such brands as SEX REPUBLIC® Vodka,
CALAVERA® Tequila, SIN CITY Distillers® and the just went public brand of LeFLAV® Spirits, so why not
jump on their success train and let them handle all of our production and distribution, as they already have the
distribution channels, production capacity and the formula for success" stated Max Gambler.

Max Gambler CEO and majority owner of PS Spirits, LLC stated, “We are very excited to bring these high
quality premium brands to the masses. Furthermore, we are even more excited for the infinite opportunities
ahead and to be working with some of the top Adult Stars and Celebrities in the industry we have on our radar
whom we feel personify the attitude and mindset associated with the PORNSTAR® Brand." It should be noted
that in March of 2011, Charlie Sheen announced to his 1.2 million followers on "Sheen's Korner" webcast that
he was planning to launch his own brand of energy drinks aptly named "PORNSTAR". "For whatever reason
that never developed but we are open to giving him that opportunity now", stated Max.

"One of our first goals while launching this brand to retailers by November of this year, just in time for the
Holiday season, will also be to change the negative stereotypes associated with the term 'PORNSTAR' into a
positive affirmation phrase much like the term 'bitch'. 15 years ago, if you called someone a bitch, they would
consider it an insult, where now it’s widely considered a compliment referring to someone with empowering
attitude. People often referring to themselves as a 'sexy bitch' and similar phrases as such. PORNSTAR®
Liquor and PORNSTAR® NRG brands are not about pornographic filming or material. PORNSTAR is the new
Rockstar." stated Max Gambler. "PORNSTAR is the new urban slang term describing a sexy confident woman
with attitude, and we feel that there are millions of today's women who can relate to that mindset"

With the launch and success of such a unique brand that is sure to capture a lot of worldwide attention with its
built in promotion avenue, PS Spirits, LLC may follow the huge success path taken recently by Bad Boy Vodka
and allow the world to own a piece of PORNSTAR® Liquors and PORNSTAR® NRG brands by taking the
company public. That possibility however wouldn’t happen until after the first of the year.

For more information about the release, availability, distribution, investing, and possible future public offering
of PORNSTAR® Liquor, PORNSTAR® NRG, PORNSTAR® Vodkas, PORNSTAR® Tequila,
PORNSTAR® Whiskey, and PORNSTAR® Champagne, information will be available at
http://www.pornstarliquor.com.
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For more information please contact:
Max Gambler
Max@PORNSTARliquor.com
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Contact Information
Max Gambler
PornstarLiquor
http://www.pornstarliquor.com
+1 (702) 556-7743

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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